
Zsuzsanna Reisch, born 1936 in Budapest, Hungary, talking about her mother Barbara, born Trapner, 
being the first in her family to graduate high school and later working at a Swiss bank; her father Georg 
Herzog being a leather merchant; being the only child; growing up in a traditional but not very 
religious family; lighting candles on Fridays but not observing Shabbat or eating Kosher; remembering 
a happy childhood centered around the courtyard of their apartment building; starting school in 1942; 
being allowed to do all school work at home when yellow stars became mandatory since the teacher did 
not want the 2-3 Jewish students to be bullied at school; her father being drafted to the Soviet Union in 
1943; her mother's sister and Zsuzsanna's cousin Tomi moving in with them when all Jews had to live 
in Jewish buildings; her mother losing her job and trying to make money knitting hats and sweaters at 
home; having chicken pox while hiding in the basement during allied bombings of Budapest; fearing 
Arrow Cross Hungarians more than Germans, since most of the Arrow Cross members were poor and 
uneducated, abusing their newfound power; trucks arriving to empty all Jewish houses, but for some 
reason not picking up Zsuzsanna, her grandmother, mother, aunt and cousin Tomi in spite of them all 
waiting on the stairs; her father escaping from the area of the river Don, Russia and returning to 
Budapest; her father obtaining a Swiss Schutzpass for the family and moving to another house for 
Swiss Schutzpass holders; in November 1944 Germans and Arrow Cross followers picking up her aunt, 
because she had a German stamp in her Schutzpass, and sending her to Bergen-Belzen; her maternal 
uncle, who was in the Jewish resistance, arranging false papers, trying to hide them; moving several 
times; being sent to an orphanage with her cousin Tomi, to hide; conditions there being atrocious, 
overcrowded, made for 100, but housing 300-400 children; hearing Germans were emptying 
orphanages too, her cousin Tomi being sent to relatives in the ghetto and Zsuzsanna rejoining her 
parents; living in danger on the outskirts of town, close to the front, when Soviet troops approached; 
her father buying the marriage license off a Christian shoemaker and former client, Egrid, and using it 
to get an apartment for Gentiles close to Freedom Square; their cover story being that their farm in the 
country side had been burnt down; making up and telling stories about riding horses and having cows; 
her grandmother never learning her mother's fake name and calling her Barbara (Boriska); someone 
having a goat on the balcony of the apartment; everybody hiding in the basement during bombings, 
including the goat; still not being scared because her parents and grandmother were there and stayed 
strong; 3-4 people dressed in white arriving, Russian soldiers in winter uniform, and understanding the 
war was over; discovering there were other Jews under false identities in the building; moving to her 
grandmother's 3 room apartment which was relatively intact and sharing it with the entire extended 
family who also had their homes destroyed; making a Russian-Hungarian dictionary with her cousins 
and planning to sell it on the street, but being stopped by her father; Soviet soldiers who had found a 
chocolate factory giving her father and uncle a big chunk of dark bitter chocolate; her father almost 
falling into a barrel full of candied orange peels at the factory; the cousins who had diarrhea being 
cured by dark chocolate sweetened with the orange peels; being furious at her father for cutting off her 
braids in fear of lice; starving in the city but getting bread from Hungarians in rural areas; finding a 
note in the bread with the name of the baker and thanking them later; her aunt returning from Bergen-
Belzen, but never recovering mentally; her father building up a business after the war, buying a new 
house and a British car; having it all confiscated in 1949 when the Communists took over; moving to 
an apartment opposite the ministry of Defense; Soviet troops destroying the apartment in 1956, during 
the uprising; this being the last drop, the parents deciding to leave; being smuggled to Austria; allowed 
passage to Switzerland because of her mother's contacts at a bank in Zurich; finishing her studies in 
Pharmacology in Zurich; moving to Sweden where her Hungarian boyfriend lived and marrying there; 
having three children; always having spoken openly about her time during the war. 
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